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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of unbalanced load of data files in large-scale
data all-to-all comparison under distributed system environment, the differences of
files themselves are fully considered. This paper aims to fully utilize the advantages of
distributed system to enhance the file allocation of all-to-all comparison between the
data files in a large dataset. For this purpose, the author formally described the allto-all comparison problem, and constructed a data allocation model via mixed integer
linear programming (MILP). Meanwhile, a data allocation algorithm was developed
on the Matlab using the intlinprog function of branch-and-bound method. Finally,
our model and algorithm were verified through several experiments. The results show
that the proposed file allocation strategy can achieve the basic load balance of each
node in the distributed system without exceeding the storage capacity of any node,
and completely localize the data file. The research findings can be applied to such
fields as bioinformatics, biometrics and data mining.
Keywords: distributed system, all-to-all comparison, mix integer linear programming (MILP), file allocation, load balancing.

1

Introduction

The comparison between two random data files in a dataset is commonplace in bioinformatics, biometrics and data mining [1]. However, the all-to-all comparison between data files
in a large dataset require special large scale computations. Previous solutions to such a problem mainly fall into two categories: those grounded on centralized computing or those using
distributed computing based on centralized storage [2]. The former requires access to supercomputer resources [3], while the latter is bottlenecked by limited storage capacity and task delay
caused by waiting for data transmission [4].
The distributed computing based on distributed storage provides an efficient, reliable and
scalable solution to large-scale computing problems like all-to-all comparison. By distributed
Copyright ©2019 CC BY-NC
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computing, a large-scale problem is decomposed into several small problems, which are then
handled separately on each node in a distributed system [5]. Nevertheless, the performance of
distributed computing depends heavily on data allocation, task decomposition and task scheduling, and might be dampened by the irrational data allocation, poor data locality and computing
load imbalance in the distributed system [6].
There are two data allocation strategies for all-to-all comparison of data files in a large
dataset via distributed computing based on distributed storage, namely, allocating all input files
to each computing node, and allocating a number of copies of each input files randomly to the
system node (i.e. the Hadoop framework data allocation policy) [7–9]. Hadoop framework can
not guarantee the load balancing of the comparison task calculation of each node. Storing all
input files on each node is a common practice in centralized computing solutions, but it wastes
storage and network resources [10] For the latter strategy, the computing performance is poor
due to the frequency data movement between the nodes [11]. After all, Hadoop, as a general
distributed computing framework, is not designed specifically for all-to-all comparison [1, 12].
To solve the above problems, this paper establishes a model to optimize the data file allocation optimization in all-to-all comparison of data files in a large dataset, puts forward a data
file allocation algorithm and a task scheduling strategy, and verifies the proposed methods via
experiments. The experimental results show that our model and algorithm can achieve data
localization and load balancing of comparative files under the storage constraints of distributed
system nodes, thus giving full play to the advantages of distributed system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the all-to-all comparison problem and constructs a data file allocation model; Section 3 designs the data allocation
algorithm; Section 4 performs the experimental verification and discusses the results; Section 5
wraps up this paper with several conclusions.

2
2.1

Problem description and data file allocation model
Problem description

All-to-all comparison refers to the multiple contrasts of all data files in a dataset. This
problem can be illustrated by the graph in Figure 1, where each vertex is a data file to be
compared and each edge is a comparison task between two data files. If m is the number of
data files to be compared, then the total number of comparison tasks is m(m − 1)/2. Hence,
the all-to-all comparison problem can be expressed as a graph with m vertices and m(m − 1)/2
edges.

Figure 1: All-to-all comparison problem
In a distributed system with distributed storage, the all-to-all comparison of data files in
a large dataset is implemented in two steps: First, all data files in the dataset are allocated to
each computing node of the distributed system; then, the data files are compared in a pairwise
manner.
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Table 1: Symbol description
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Symbol
m
n

Symbolic description
Number of data files
Number of computing nodes in distributed system
s
M row 1 column matrix, representing
the size of each file
si , i = 1, 2, . . ., m
Size of i data file
u
N row 1 row matrix, representing the
maximum storage limit of each node in
a distributed system
ui , i = 1, 2, . . . , n
The storage capacity of computing
nodesi
wij , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . ., m
The size of the task compares with file
i and file j.
cij , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . ., m
Amount of calculation of the task compares with file i and file j.
xkt , k = 1, 2, . . . , m(m − 1)/2, t = 1, 2, . . ., n whether or not allow the assignment of
item K allocated to the T node
Wkt = wijt
Assign the size of item K to the T node
(the file number corresponding to item
K is i, j).
Ckt = cijt
The amount of computation assigned to
item K of the T node (the file number
corresponding to item K corresponds to
i, j).
taskno
Task number
av_work
The average amount of tasks per computing node should be allocated in theory,
deci
Correspondence matrix between task
and file
result
Task allocation result matrix
f
Objective function variable coefficient
matrix
aeq
Coefficient matrix of equality constraint
variables
beq
Equality constrained variable resource
matrix
a
Inequality constraint coefficient matrix
b
Inequality constrained resource matrix
intcon
Integer variable subscript sequence
number vector
LB
Lower limit of variable
UB
Upper limit of variable
[X, Y ]
X is the best solution for obtaining the
variable value. Y is the best solution.
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Before allocating the data files, it is necessary to fully consider how the system performance
is affected by node storage capacity, data transmission, network bandwidth, load balance and
other factors. A desirable allocation strategy must satisfy the following conditions:(1) The data
allocated to a node should not surpass the storage capacity of that node;(2) The two files to be
compared on a node must be saved on that node to localize the data files for each comparison
task;(3) The comparison tasks should be balanced among the computing nodes.
For simplicity, all the symbols used in this paper are listed in Table 1 below.
For better system speed and performance, our goal is to balance the comparison tasks among
the computing nodes under the storage capacity of each node.

2.2

Data file allocation model

The above description shows that all-to-all comparison is a typical constrained optimization
problem: maximizing or minimizing objective functions under multiple constraints. The most
effective solution to constrained problem is linear programming (LP), which works well when the
objective functions and constraints are all linear [13,14]. With a strong modelling ability, the LP
is also a desirable way to tackle control and programming problems. The main idea of the LP is
to find a control sequence that satisfies all constraints and minimizes the objective function [15].
In this paper, node storage is added to the constraints of the all-to-all comparison problem,
and load balancing is treated as the objective function. All constraints were expressed as an
equality or inequality. As mentioned before, our problem involves m data files and n nodes in a
distributed system with distributed storage. For multiple comparisons of all data files, the m data
files should be distributed rationally to those nodes to fulfill load balancing, data localization
and node storage constraint.
As shown in Figure 1, the total number of comparison tasks of these data files can be
expressed as:
m(m − 1)
2
Cm
=
(1)
2
Let si (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) be the size of each of the m data files. Then, the total size of the
two files in each comparison task can be calculated as:
wij = si + sj (i, j = 1, 2, · · · , m, i < j)
as:

(2)

Then, the computing load of the comparison task between file i and file j can be obtained
cij (i, j = 1, 2, · · · , m, i < j)

(3)

Thus, the total number of multiple comparison tasks between the m data files can be described as:
m X
m
X
cij
(4)
i=1 j=i+1

If the tasks are allocated equally to n nodes, then the theoretical mean number of tasks
allocated to each computing node can be expressed as:
m P
m
P
i=1 j=i+1

n

cij
(5)

, t = 1, 2, · · · , n) was introduced to specify whether data file
Then, xkt (k = 1, 2, · · · , m(m−1)
2
k is allocated to node n:
m(m − 1)
xkt = 0 or 1, k = 1, 2, · · · ,
, t = 1, 2, · · · , n
(6)
2
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Since a comparison task can only be allocated to one node, we have:
n
X

xkt = 1, k = 1, 2, · · · ,

t=1

m(m − 1)
2

(7)

Let uj (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) be the storage capacity of node n and Wkt = wijt be the total size of
the two files (file i and file j) in task k that are distributed to node t. Then, the total size of the
files distributed to each node in the distributed system should not exceed the storage capacity
of that node:
m(m−1)
2

X

Wkt xkt ≤ ut , t = 1, 2, · · · , n

(8)

k=1

Let Ckt = cijt be the computing load of the comparison task k between file i and file j that
are distributed to node t. Then, the computing load distributed to each node in the distributed
system can be expressed as:
m(m−1)
2

X

(9)

Ckt xkt

k=1

Then, the sum of the absolute difference between the actual and theoretical mean number
of tasks actually allocated to each computing node can be expressed as:
m P
m
 m(m−1)
 P
cij
n
2
X
 X
 i=1 j=i+1
Ckt xkt  −

n
t=1

(10)

k=1

Under the constraints of equations (6), (7) and (8), an optimal task allocation model [16]
was established to minimize the value of equation (10):

min

n
P
t=1


 m(m−1)
2
P

Ckt xkt  −
k=1

m
P

m
P

cij

i=1 j=i+1

n

 n
P


xkt = 1, k = 1, 2, · · · , m(m−1)

2


 t=1
m(m−1)
2
P
s.t.

Wkt xkt ≤ ut , t = 1, 2, · · · , n



k=1


, t = 1, 2, · · · , n
xkt = 0 or 1, k = 1, 2, · · · , m(m−1)
2

(11)

If the objective function in Equation (11) contains nonlinear terms, then established model is
+
a nonlinear programming model. In this case, new decision variables d−
t and dt were introduced
to Equation (11) to transform the model into the linear form. The variable d−
t means the actual
computing load allocated to a node is greater than the theoretical mean computing load to
that node, while the variable d+
t has exactly the opposite meaning. The two variables are both
numbers greater than or equal to zero. In other words, if the actual computing load allocated
to a node is greater than the theoretical mean computing load to that node, the excess load d−
t
should be removed from the node; in the opposite scenario, the insufficient load d+
t should be
added to the node. In this way, the objective function is changed into finding the minimum sum
+
of (d−
t + dt ) for each node.
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After introducing the new decision variables, Equation (11) can be transformed into a linear
programming model below.
min

n
P

+
(d−
t + dt )

t=1

n
P

xkt = 1, k = 1, 2, · · · , m(m−1)


2

t=1


m(m−1)



2
P


Wkt xkt ≤ ut , t = 1, 2, · · · , n


 k=1
 m(m−1)
 P

m
m
P
s.t.
cij
2

P
i=1 j=i+1

+

 − d−

Ckt xkt  −

t + dt = 0, t = 1, 2, · · · , n
n


k=1






, t = 1, 2, · · · , n
xkt = 0 or 1, k = 1, 2, · · · , m(m−1)

2
 −
dt , d+
≥
0,
t
=
1,
2,
·
·
·
,
n
t

(12)

+
Since the values of d−
t and dt cannot be integers, the model of Equation (12) is a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model.

3

Design of file allocation algorithm

The MILP model can be solved by commercial solvers like CPLEX [17] and Gurobi [18]
and non-commercial approaches like branch and bound method, cutting plane method, branchcutting plane method and heuristic method [19–21]. Here, the intlinprog function of branch-andbound steps [16] in the Matlab is selected to solve the MILP in Equation (12). Table 2 lists the
comparison tasks and data files in the problem. Among them, branch and bound method is an
effective method to solve combinatorial optimization problems. It can get the optimal solution,
and the average speed is very fast. Therefore, the idea of branch and bound method is adopted
in this paper.
Table 2: Comparison tasks and data files
Task Number
1
2
...
m−1
M
m+1
...
2∗m−3
...
m(m − 1)/2

File1 Number
1
1
...
1
2
2
...
2
...
m−1

File2 Number
2
3
...
m
3
4
...
m
...
m

Then, a file allocation algorithm was designed to cover the following steps [16, 22, 23]:

4

Experimental verification

Four file allocation experiments were carried out in the environment of matlab 2018a [24,25],
with the aim to verify our model and algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 File allocation algorithm
1 step 1: define and initialize variables
2 define and initialize variables m, n, s, u : m ← the total number of files, n ← the total number of nodes, s ←
[s1, s2, . . . , sm], u ← [u1, u2, ←, un];
if s.length==0 or u.length==0 then
s ← unit matrix whose values are all 1 with m rows and 1 column;
u ← unit matrix whose values are all infinite with n rows and 1 column.
end if
3 step 2: calculate the corresponding matrix deci between the tasks and the files
4 define task ordinal variables: taskno ← 1;
5
for all i = 1 to m do
for all j = i + 1 to m do
deci(taskno, 1 : 4) ← [taskno, i, j, s(i) + s(j)];
taskno + +;
end for
end for
6 calculate the theoretical mean number of tasks per node: av_work sum (deci(, 4))/n;
7 Step 3: set the values for general form of MILP parameters
I) set the value for the objective function variable coefficient matrix f .
Define temporary variables i, j; i ←length(deci(:, 1)) ∗ n; j ← 2 ∗ n;
f ← the matrix with i + j rows and 1 column, the former i row elements are 0, and the latter j row elements are 1.
II) set the value of the variable coefficient matrixaeqfor the corresponding equality constraint.
for all i = 1 to length(deci(:, 1)) do
for all j = 1 to n do
aeq(i, (i − 1) ∗ n + j) ← 1;
end for
end for
for all j = 1 to n do
for all i = 1 to length(deci(:, 1) do
aeq(length(deci(:, 1)) + j, (i − 1) ∗ n + j) ← deci(i, 4);
aeq(length(deci(:, 1)) + j, n*length(deci(:, 1)) + (j − 1) ∗ 2 + 1) ← −1;
aeq(length(deci(:, 1)) + j, n*length(deci(:, 1)) + j ∗ 2) ← 1;
end for
end for
III) set the value of the resource matrix beq for the corresponding equality constraint
Define temporary variable i; i ← length(deci(:, 1));
beq ← (1 + n row 1 row matrix, the former i row element is 1, and the latter j row element is av_work;
IV) set the value of the coefficient matrix a for the corresponding inequality constraint
Define temporary variable i; i ←length(aeq(1, :));
a ← Unit matrix whose values are all 0 with n rows and 1 column.
for all i = 1 to n do
for all j = 1 to length(deci(:, 1)) do
a(i, i + (j − 1) ∗ n) ← deci(j, 4);
end for
end for
V) set the value of the resource matrix b for the corresponding inequality constraint: b ← u;
VI) set the value of the vector intcon for integer variable subscript sequence:
intcon ←1: length(deci(:, 1)) ∗ n;
VII) set the value of LB for the lower bound and the value of UB for the upper bound. Define the temporary variable
i, j; i ←length(deci(:, 1)) ∗ n; j ← 2 ∗ n;
LB ← unit matrix whose values are all 0 with i+j rows and 1 column;
U B ← the matrix with i + j rows and 1 column, where the former i row elements are 1, and the latter j row elements
are + infinity.
8 use the branch and bound intlinprog function to solve the MILP problem, we can get the optimal solution:
[X, Y ] ← intlinprog(f , intcon, a, b, aeq, beq, LB, U B);
9 step 4: matrix of comparison task allocation result
Define temporary matrix variables sum, sum ← unit matrix whose values are all 0 with n rows and 1 column.
for all i=1 to length(deci(:, 1)) do
for all j = i + 1 to n do
if X((i − 1) ∗ n + j) > 0.99999 then
sum(j) ← sum(j) + 1;
result(j, sum(j)) ← i;
end if
end for
end for
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(1) Experiment 1 (Same file size and equal distribution of comparison tasks)
Ten genetic sequence files of the same size (100M) were allocated to five nodes for sequence
alignment. As shown in Figure 2, the comparison task distributed to each node has the same
computing load and achieves full load balancing. Since m = 10 and n = 5, we have m(m −
1)%(2 ∗ n) = 0, that is, each node was distributed with the same number of tasks. The detailed
results of experiment 1 are shown in Table 3 below.

Figure 2: Load distribution to each node in experiment 1
Table 3: Detailed results of experiment 1
Node Number
Node1
Node2
Node3
Node4
Node5

Task Number
6, 7, 22, 27, 30,
34, 35, 41, 43
3, 9, 13, 16, 17,
25, 28, 31, 36
2, 10, 11, 19, 20,
23, 26, 33, 37
1, 4, 12, 15, 18,
21, 29, 39, 42
5, 8, 14, 24, 32,
38, 40, 44, 45

File Number
1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
10
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
9, 10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
9
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 9, 10
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7,
9, 10

9,
8,
8,
7,
8,

Task Amount

Calculation
Amount

9

1800

9

1800

9

1800

9

1800

9

1800

(2) Experiment 2 (Same file size and unequal distribution of comparison tasks)
Ten genetic sequence files of the same size (100M) were allocated to four nodes for sequence
alignment. Since m = 10 and n = 4, we have (m − 1)%(2 ∗ n)! = 0, that is, the nodes cannot
achieve complete load balance. In this case, the load distribution to each node is shown in
Figure 3. The experimental results (Table 4) show that three of the four nodes were distributed
with 2200 tasks while the remaining one was distributed with 2400 tasks. The load between the
nodes is basically balanced.
(3) Experiment 3 (Different file sizes and equal distribution of comparison tasks)
Ten genetic sequence files of different sizes (150M; 220M; 180M; 300M; 190M; 95M; 200M;
160M; 320M; 260M) were allocated to five nodes for sequence alignment. Since m = 10 and
n = 5, we have m(m − 1)%(2 ∗ n) = 0. However, the nodes may not be able to achieve complete
load balance due to the difference in file size. In this case, the load distribution to each node is
shown in Figure 4. As shown in Table 5, four of the five nodes were distributed with 3735 tasks
while the other two with 3775 tasks. The load between the nodes is basically balanced.
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Figure 3: Detailed results of Experiment 2
Table 4: Detailed results of Experiment 2
Node Number
Node1
Node2
Node3
Node4

Task Number

File Number

Task Amount

Calculation
Amount

3, 6, 9, 14, 17, 20,
23, 24, 29, 39, 45
7, 11, 13, 16, 18,
19, 21, 25, 27, 35,
37, 42
4, 5, 8, 22, 31, 33,
34, 38, 41, 43, 44
1, 2, 10, 12, 15,
26, 28, 30, 32, 36,
40

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9,
10

11

2200

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10

12

2400

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10

11

2200

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 10

11

2200

Figure 4: Load distribution to each node in experiment 3
(4) Experiment 4 (Different file sizes and unequal distribution of comparison tasks)
Ten genetic sequence files of different sizes (150M; 220M; 180M; 300M; 190M; 95M; 200M;
160M; 320M; 260M) were allocated to four nodes for sequence alignment. In this case, the load
distribution to each node is shown in Figure 5. As shown in Table 6, three of the four nodes
were distributed with 4670 tasks while the remaining one with 4665 tasks. The load between the
nodes is basically balanced.
The results of the four experiments reveal that our algorithm can always reach load balance
between the nodes, whether the files are of the same size, and ensure that the total size of the files
distributed to a node never exceeds the storage capacity of that node. Even if load balancing is
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Table 5: Detailed results of Experiment 3

Node Number
Node1
Node2
Node3
Node4
Node5

Task Number
2, 22, 26, 28, 32,
40, 41, 42, 43
5, 10, 12, 13, 18,
20, 31, 35, 36, 45
3, 4, 7, 16, 19, 21,
23, 25, 39
1, 17, 24, 27, 29,
30, 34, 37
6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15,
33, 38, 44

File Number
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
9, 10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
9, 10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 9, 10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 9, 10
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
9, 10

8,
7,
7,
7,
8,

Task Amount

Calculation
Amount

9

3735

10

3735

9

3775

8

3735

9

3735

Figure 5: Load distribution to each node in experiment 4
Table 6: Detailed results of Experiment 4
Node Number
Node1
Node2

Node3

Node4

Task Number

File Number

Task Amount

Calculation
Amount

1, 8, 11, 17, 19,
29, 32, 33, 41, 45
4, 13, 16, 20, 24,
26, 30, 31, 35, 37,
39, 42
3, 5, 10, 15, 18,
22, 27, 28, 34, 43,
44
2, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14,
21, 23, 25, 36, 38,
40

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
9, 10

10

4670

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10

12

4670

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10

11

4665

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10

12

4670

theoretically impossible, our algorithm can minimize the load difference between the nodes and
approximate the load balance.
Compared with Hadoop-based data allocation strategy, this algorithm can ensure that the
comparison tasks have 100% data locality, achieve load balancing between nodes, and improve
storage saving and overall computing performance.
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Conclusions

This paper probes deep into the all-to-all comparison between data files in a large dataset
under the environment of a distributed system. After reviewing the problems existing in the
existing methods, the author gives a formal mathematical description of the whole comparison
problem. In order to achieve load balancing of each node in distributed system, a data file allocation model based on MILP is constructed by using the technology and method of mathematical
modeling. Meanwhile, a file allocation algorithm was set up on the Matlab using the intlinprog
function of branch-and-bound method. Finally, our model and algorithm were verified through
several experiments. The results show that the proposed file allocation strategy can achieve
the basic load balance of each node in the distributed system without exceeding the storage
capacity of any node, and completely localize the data file. The research findings help to fully
utilize the efficiency, stability and scalability of the distributed system to enhance the computing
performance of all-to-all comparison.
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